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An Arabic verb has three elements:
·

The action.

·

The doer.

·

The tense.

The verb 
   , for example, has:
The action which is speaking.
The doer 
 .
The tense which is the past tense.
The verb
·

 has:

The action which is speaking.
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·

The doer 
 ,

·

The tense which is present/future.

The maṣdar

  is the verb minus the doer and the tense. It contains

only one element which is action. Though a noun, it has the
characteristic of a verb, and so can render its fāʿīl marfūʿ, and its mafʿūl

bihī manṣūb, e.g.

  .

The maṣdar has another form, called

    , which has its verbal

characteristic much reduced, and is meant to concentrate on the concept
of the action without enjoying its full verbal characteristic.
Its power to influence its fāʿil and mafʿūl bihī are limited. Its power to
act is described as

!" and #$% . Yet there are a few examples of its

power to act one of which is the following haḍīth:
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And another the following bayt:

!"    
     
      
Will I be ungrateful to you after you averted death from me,
and after your grant of a hundred noble camels?
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